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Introduction 

Budget Model Redesign (“Redesign”) supports effective and efficient resource 
management at the University of Maryland.  Redesign and the development of a Cost of Education 
Model are essential to the long-term strategy of resource allocation and future planning resulting 
in reinvestment in the core missions of the University.  Led by Senior Vice President & Provost 
Rankin, the Redesign is a collaborative, multi-year effort that involves and affects the entire UM 
community. Our goal is to transform our business operations to become equal to the best national 
practices.   

When fully implemented, our new budget model will provide a comprehensive picture in the 
system of record that accurately reflects and classifies all assets, liabilities, revenues, expenditures, 
and transfers of funds associated with each University unit’s operations.  Integral to Redesign are 
more robust financial reporting and projection tools that improve financial forecasting capabilities 
and enhance the user experience.  Standardization of data analytics tools will strengthen the 
capacity of decision makers and financial managers. 

The Redesign process has just completed its second working budget cycle, continuing 
movement to a more transparent and effective budget model for the University.  Each phase has 
built upon the last by expanding user preparation and adding detail to the budget that allows greater 
accuracy and flexibility in the tools available for decision makers at all levels of the campus.  Better 
information on the true cost of operation translates into a more robust capacity to strategically 
identify the best use of available funds in order to provide the best student experience possible 
while maximizing our economic impact to the State of Maryland.  Four major areas of enhanced 
efficiencies are outlined below: 

• Broadening budget scope for greater forward-looking detail – The campus budget has
traditionally centered on State funding. The new model includes all non-contract/grant
related activity, which has added over $75 million in annual spending detail that improves
forecasting and fund balance management.

• Build transparency to reflect actual use of funds – Given the large, decentralized nature of
campus, fund transfers across units are numerous and frequent.  The new model documents
the movement of funds comprehensively by fund type and by division to properly identify
the end use of all university resources.

• Account for true personnel costs through the benefit pilot – Benefits for State activity have
long been managed centrally, thus hiring decisions did not include a concrete link to benefit
costs.  Following national best practices, the campus first transparently posted these costs
to all accounts and is now piloting the development of a unified benefit rates that promotes
responsible resource allocation by capturing the full cost of activity.
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• Improve user experience – To provide more and better information to campus business
officers and bolster buy-in of the many changes, we expanded reporting capability in the
accounting and budget systems, added tracking features to the budget system, based
measures on findings borne out of collaborative campus-wide work groups, and provided
training opportunities to assist users.

The following sections present an overview of progress to date, current status and planned 
activities in these areas: 

• Full budgeting across all fund sources
• Non-mandatory transfers
• Full budgeting of benefits
• Improved reporting tools and training

Each section describes the initiative’s importance and its implementation plan.  Color-coded links 
to additional documentation are provided that include: 

• Mandatory budgeting practices.
• Supporting information about each initiative.
• Tools developed to support Redesign budgeting and analysis.

 Clicking on a colored link opens  a new window. As Redesign progresses, this guide will be 
updated with additional information.   

As the opening memo from Provost Rankin notes, this guide represents campus policy for 
how users are to approach the various budget topics described within.  Any member of campus 
with a question or suggestion for improvement should contact the Redesign group at 
budget.redesign@umd.edu 

mailto:budget.redesign@umd.edu
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Full budgeting across all fund sources 

 

Why this initiative is important 

A major Redesign focus is fully budgeting revenue and expenditure associated with all 
University fund sources.   Ledger 2 activity (also known as non-state support) represents 
significant financial activity, but it had previously primarily been budgeted in aggregate at the 
overall university level.  In order to better reflect each unit’s activities, budgeting revenue and 
expenditure at the detailed account level was initiated, beginning with Education and General 
(E&G) accounts.  In cases where planned revenue exceeds expenditures, units are asked to budget 
for the growth of fund balance (object code 0966).  In cases where expenditures exceed revenues 
and sufficient fund balance is available, units are asked to budget for the use of fund balance (object 
code 0968).  The change not only improves the campus’ ability to manage each activity and to 
project changes in fund balance, but also engages the individual units in projections and analysis 
of these funds in the system of record.  As a result of these changes, we now have detailed budgets, 
revenue, and expenditure for all university accounts.  This initiative added approximately $75M 
in detailed accounting information to the system of record. 

 Phase I (FY 2016) - Voluntary E&G and Fund Balance Budgeting 

  Beginning in FY 2016, the University encouraged voluntary budgeting of E&G accounts 
and growth/use of fund balance.  BPM was modified to allow fiscal officers to budget E&G 
revenues and expenditures by account. Through this practice, campus fiscal and academic officers 
gained experience in budgeting these accounts. Supporting information is available here. 

Phase II (FY 2017-18) - Mandatory E&G and Fund Balance Budgeting 

Beginning in FY 2017, the University implemented mandatory budgeting of E&G 
accounts.  To accommodate the change in practice, BPM was opened in two stages to allow unit 
users adequate time to prepare and review budgets.  Academic Affairs conducted several 
workshops that focused on effective Ledger 2 budgeting practices.  A description of the new 
requirements and key technical details is available here.  

Academic Affairs also hosted a mid-year review session with business officers to review 
Ledger 2 budgeting practices.  Several academic units collaboratively held training sessions on 
tools for review as well as discussion of lessons learned.  As part of this review, instructions for 
an Excel-based tool were created that allows users to analyze Ledger 2 accounts and compare 
budgeted funding to actual expenditure and revenue activity.   

The focus moving forward will be on: 

• Progressively improving budget accuracy by including information on the flow of 
funds across accounts and ledgers (see Transfers below); 

• Using the budget to forecast and manage campus fund balance usage; and 
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• Using the Program indicator (Higher Education Function) in KFS accounts to 
consistently categorize all expenses for reporting purposes.  

• Using Sub-fund indicator in KFS as a training tool for understanding types of funding 
in Higher Education. 
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Non-mandatory transfers 

Why this initiative is important 

Given the large, decentralized nature of campus, fund transfers across units are numerous 
and frequent.  Historically these transfers were not fully recorded in the Working Budget and it 
was determined that many of the non-mandatory transfers processed in KFS either used an 
incorrect non-mandatory transfer object code or were made to provide funds for General Purposes. 

Phase I (FY 2017- FY 2018 Working Budget) – Update and define object codes 

As part of the University’s effort to continue movement towards a more transparent and 
effective budgeting model, allowing individual units as well as campus to reflect their true budget 
and expenditures in the system of record, in FY 2017 a workgroup was established consisting of 
key financial personnel from within Academic Affairs and the Offices of the Vice President for 
Administration and Finance.  The three main focuses of this group were to: 1) review and cleanup 
of existing object code 9926 transfers that were incorrectly coded in KFS, 2) review and update 
non-mandatory transfer object codes as well as define the appropriate use of non-mandatory 
transfer object codes within BPM and KFS, and 3) encourage the budgeting of non-mandatory 
transfers in the Working Budget.  A copy of the Non-Mandatory Transfer Workgroup 
Recommendations is available here. 

A thorough review of the use of non-mandatory transfer object codes was completed and 
the workgroup provided recommendations on the consolidation and deletion of some non-
mandatory transfer object codes.  Additionally, the determination was made that if funds are being 
transferred for General Purposes then a revenue code should be utilized to move the funds and that 
if the funds are being moved for a Specific Purpose then a non-mandatory transfer object code 
should be utilized to move the funds.  As such, the non-mandatory transfer object codes for DRIF, 
UGRAD Diff Pricing, Summer Term, Winter Term, and Freshman Connection were moved to 
revenue object codes.  The review completed by the workgroup identified approximately $20M in 
Revenues that were previously classified as transfers. 

A set of definitions and rules for usage were developed to provide guidance on the proper 
usage on non-mandatory transfer object codes, the rules on usage in KFS, and how the object codes 
should be handled in the Working Budget.  These rules and guidelines were provided with other 
Working Budget instructions and are available here (Non-Mandatory Transfer Definitions and 
Rules) and here (Budgeting Internal Funding Sources Overview).   

In addition to providing definitions and instructions on budgeting Non-Mandatory 
transfers, working sessions were held to help users develop their budgets and to specifically 
address E&G Budgeting and Transfer Budgeting.  At these working sessions various tools were 
shared to help users manage and track their budgeted transfers at both the Department and Unit 
level.   
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Available Excel tools are as follows: 

• FY18 Department Budget Projection Template

• FY 18 Unit Tracking Spreadsheet

• Sample FY 18 WB Transfers

.  

Detailed procedures for the budgeting of Non-Mandatory Transfers and the use of the 
Schedule H Tracking Sheet are available here (Non Mandatory Transfer Procedures).  Divisions 
were provided with a checklist to ensure that changes to budgeting non-mandatory object codes 
were balanced and that no budget was included in object codes that were being moved to revenue. 
The Division checklist is available here (Example of Checks at Division Level with Subcode 
Summary). 

Phase I, initiated during the second phase of Redesign, of the Non-Mandatory Transfer 
initiative not only helped the campus move towards a more transparent and effective budget model; 
it had the added benefit of both Divisions and Units within Divisions working in a more 
collaborative manner and significantly increasing communication across campus.  Budget Officers 
maintained regular contact with one another to discuss and align planned Non-Mandatory 
Transfers resulting in a more comprehensive and thorough budget process and increased 
collaboration. 

Phase II (FY 2018) – BPM/Reporting upgrades and continued collaboration 

During FY 2018, the workgroup will continue to make enhancements to the budgeting of 
non-mandatory transfers and will facilitate more effective financial management across campus. 
Meetings will be held to discuss lessons learned during the FY2018 Working Budget process, to 
address concerns that arose during the Working Budget, and to identify training needs for future 
Working Budgets.  Future sessions will address the desired starting point for the FY2019 Working 
Budget as it pertains to the transfers booked and the object codes that were adjusted.  The 
workgroup will also work with the Division of Administration and Finance to identify and 
implement future upgrades to BPM and financial reporting.  During FY2018, the workgroup is 
committed to increasing communication across campus and encouraging and fostering 
communication and collaboration between Divisions. 
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Full budgeting of benefits 

Why this initiative is important 

Benefit costs are a significant and growing share of university expenditures.   Benefit 
costs include the University’s contributions to retirement, Social Security, Medicare, health 
insurance, post-retirement health insurance, unemployment, and worker’s compensation.   For FY 
2016, benefit costs alone totaled over $260M (34 % of salaries).  By way of comparison, total 
University expenditures in the same year for all campus building utilities, equipment, supplies, 
and vehicles totaled approximately $204M.   

Benefit costs associated with state-supported positions are budgeted and reimbursed 
centrally, but salaries are budgeted and reimbursed within each hiring unit.  This practice obscures 
the total cost of employment and, consequently, the total cost of state-supported operations for 
each unit.  Salary and benefit costs for all other funding sources are already budgeted and 
reimbursed by the same fund source.  Accurately representing the State-supported figure to the 
end user and consistently approaching this expense across fund sources are major goals of the 
Redesign.  

The ultimate goal of the benefit initiative is to transition to full budgeting and 
reimbursement of benefit costs using campus-wide rates at the account level for all fund sources.  
Because this change significantly affects existing budget practices, this portion of the Redesign is 
being implemented in phases. 

 Phase I (FY 2017) - Increase awareness of benefit costs 

As a first step, the campus modified its account-level, financial reporting to display benefit 
expenditures for each State-supported account.  The reporting change accounts for the total cost 
of employment of each campus employee and provides a better picture of total financial activity 
to unit academic and financial leaders.  Although benefit expenditures are now reported at the 
account level, the costs continue to be budgeted and funded from central university accounts.   
Detailed information about this change is available here. 

During FY 2017, a benefit workgroup began to review the university’s benefit charging 
practices.  Currently, benefit costs are charged at actual cost per employee.  This practice results 
in a wide range of benefit costs per employee due to differences in the benefits selected by 
individuals for health insurance and retirement.  The variation makes projection of costs 
particularly difficult at the account level.  So, the workgroup surveyed other major research 
universities including all of our Big Ten peer campuses to assess national best practices.  A 
standardized campus benefit rate stands out as the most efficient means of simplifying budgeting 
and cost projections.  A summary of the peer campus survey results are available here.  
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After the fact finding process and collaborative discussions concluded, the work group 
recommended: 

• Adopting campus-wide benefit rates, consistent with Big Ten peer campuses and the
University of Maryland Baltimore, our MPower partner institution.

• Including other benefit costs in the rate, notably terminal leave payout and faculty parental
leave (BOR II-2.25 (A).

• Conducting a rate-based pilot program during FY 2018 (see below).

The work group’s recommendations are available here. 

Phase II (FY 2018) - Pilot Program/Analysis of Impact and Program Refinement 

Four divisions are participating in the pilot program, the College of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources (AGNR), the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences (BSOS), the School of Public 
Policy (PLCY), and the Vice President for Administration and Finance (VPAF).   The divisions 
represent a mix of academic and non-academic units. The objective for the pilot program is to 
assess the impact of the following: 

• Providing budget based on rates
• Comparing budgeted rates to actual costs
• Determine proper employment classification grouping for rate determination
• Evaluate any anomalies discovered

Participating divisions will gain valuable information about how total personnel costs that include 
benefits affect their state-supported budgets. During the pilot phase, all divisions will be “held 
harmless” with no impact on ongoing operations.  

Benefit rates were calculated by computing the average benefit percentage (relative to salary) 
for these faculty and staff appointment categories:  

• Faculty – Academic Year
• Faculty – 12 month
• Exempt Staff
• Non-Exempt Staff
• Graduate Assistants
• Contingent Employees

Rates include FICA, Health, Retirees Health, Pension, Optional Retirement, Workers 
Compensation and other payroll taxes as well as the terminal leave payout and faculty parental 
leave applicable to the appointment category. 

Each pilot division will receive benefit budgets based on the rates applied to estimated FY 
2018 salaries.  The three academic pilot divisions (AGNR, BSOS, PLCY) will budget benefits at 
the division level and be charged actual benefit expenditures at the account level.  The variance 
between budget and expenditure will be analyzed at the division level.  The VPAF pilot will budget 
benefits at the account level by applying the relevant rate to budgeted salaries for that category 
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and VPAF units will be charged at the budgeted rate during FY 2018.  VPAF units will be 
responsible for managing the budget including fringe benefits.   

The workgroup will continue to meet and engage with the larger campus community.  Specific 
plans include: 

• Ongoing analysis of pilot project data
• Reviewing the benefit rate categories and assignment of employment classification to

relevant categories
• Expand representation on the workgroup to include the Division of Research and Student

Affairs , when appropriate
• Planning for Phase III of the project in FY 2019 with a goal of moving to campus-standard

rates for all fund sources beginning in FY 2020.
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Improved reporting tools and training 

Why this initiative is important 

Redesign’s success relies on enhancing the ability of decision makers and financial 
managers to access and analyze appropriate financial information.  Before the project began, the 
University had used the same reporting tools for over a decade, and campus needs and technology 
have changed.  New tools that provide more and better information in a variety of formats are 
critically needed as well as training to enable campus users to productively use new tools.  
Standardization of business tools will continue to create cost efficiencies and effectiveness. 

Phase I (FY 2016)-Improving KFS Web Functionality 

The Office of Financial Reporting and Analysis (“Reporting and Analysis”) developed and 
released the KFS 090 Account Overview during FY 2016.  The KFS 090 significantly upgrades 
the University’s financial reporting toolkit by replacing multiple KFS Web reports with an inquiry 
that allows multiple financial views from a single interface (accessing reports requires login and 
appropriate security access).  KFS 090 inquiries are available for the current (active month) or 
prior (closed months) and support on-screen display, print or download functions. 

• The Income Statement tab presents summary (with drill-down), object code or object
level views as well as displaying data in graphic and tabular format.

• The Balance Sheet tabs displays balance sheet values at the summary or detail level
• The Encumbrance tabs provides summary with drill-down to specific encumbrance detail
• The Ledger Details includes ledger balances or ledger detail  for  various balance types
• The Trend tab presents cross-fiscal year financial statement information in charts and

tables
• The Labor tab provides detailed salary and benefit information by employee.
• The Optix Images tab provides links to Optix images of purchase orders, disbursement

vouchers, and payment requests.

Reporting and Analysis also added the Beginning Fiscal Year Fund Balance to all Income 
Statement Reports on KFS Web. 

Phase II (FY 2017)-Augmenting KFS Web Functionality and Improving BPM Reporting 

During FY 2017, additional reports in this series were developed.  Each has the same 
functionality as the KFS 090 but the reports aggregate information above the account level.  Users 
can also filter results by single/multiple subfund groups and/or open/closed accounts. 

• KFS 190-Sub Department Overview
• KFS 290-Department Overview
• KFS 490-Division Overview
• KFS 590-Executive Overview
• KFS 690-School Overview
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Upon request, Reporting and Analysis trained department business staff about the use of this 
tool and other reports as well as the use of Excel Pivot Tables.  

Based on feedback from the workgroup, a number of enhancements were implemented in the 
Budget Preparation and Maintenance (BPM) system.  The additions provide users with greater 
reporting functionality, identification of gaps in budgeting, and improved planning and tracking.  
These enhancements include: 

• Sub-fund Group Filter – this filter was added to the report menu and allows the user to run 
reports for specific Sub-fund groups such as State Operating, DRIF, E&G, etc. 

• Lecturer reports – two new reports were added to the report menu: 1) Lecturer Details and 
2) Lecturer Summary.  These reports show a comparison of the actual lecturer salary costs 
compared to the budget in object code 1018 – Faculty Non-Tenured Lecturer. 

• Associate a name with a vacant position – this functionality was added to the vacant 
positions section within the account’s budget summary page.  It allows for a name to be 
associated with a vacant position in order to help track positions that have a planned named 
hire in the next fiscal year. 

Phase III (FY 2018)-New Reports to Support Redesign Initiatives 

During FY 2018, Reporting and Analysis, along with the Budget Model Redesign team will 
develop new reports to support Redesign initiatives including: 

• The Benefit Pilot Project 
• The Transfer Initiative 

Fiscal Year 2018 will also include the testing of a new KFS document to record commitments in 
the official financial records prior to actual costing or transfer.  This enhancement will allow the 
University to capture data for future fund balance projections. 
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Non-Mandatory Transfer Procedure  


Nonmandatory Transfer Provost Support (Object Code 9920) 


At the opening of the Working Budget the Provost’s Office provides each Division with their 
Tracking Sheet, also known as Schedule H, which has been pre-populated with Provost 
Commitments loaded into Section I. “Transfers Between Divisions”.  Please note that incoming 
funds will appear as a negative number.  A sample Schedule H with tabs for both the original 
Working Budget Send Out as well as a Schedule H returned at the end of the Working Budget is 
available here (FY18 WB Tracking Sheet Schedule H.xlsx). 


• Prior year activity is used to populate appropriate incoming funds at the account 
level utilizing object code 9920.  Major new items will be included with the tracking 
sheets.  Object Code 9920 should net to $0 at the campus level.  


o If the funds are not being transferred to another account, the transfer of 
funds to an account must be offset by an equal expense resulting in zero 
impact to the account total.  


o If the funds are being transferred elsewhere, a transfer within the division 
(object code 9926) must be budgeted in BPM and recorded on the Tracking 
Sheet in the section for “Transfers Within the Division”. 


Nonmandatory Transf between Div/College (Object Code 9924) 


Tracking Sheets have an additional section available, but it is not pre-populated, for Dean’s 
Commitments in Section I. “Transfers Between Divisions”.  Dean’s Commitments that are being 
transferred between Division’s are to be budgeted in BPM and recorded on the Tracking Sheet at 
the account level utilizing object code 9924.  Divisions will need to collaborate across campus to 
ensure that both divisions impacted record the non-mandatory transfer on object code 9924 at the 
same dollar value.  Object Code 9924 should net to $0 at the campus level.  


Incoming funds must be loaded into BPM and included on the Tracking Sheet as a negative 
number, while outgoing funds will be included as a positive number.  Incoming funds must be 
offset by an equal expense resulting in zero impact to the account total.  Outgoing funds must 
be offset by an equal reduction to expense resulting in zero impact to the account total.  


• For example, if Division XX expects to receive $10,000 from the Division YY for 
the purchase of equipment for a shared lab, Division XX would budget as follows 
in their account: 


o $(10,000) in Object Code 9924 – Non-mandatory transfer between 
Division/College 







o $10,000 in Object Code 4090 – Laboratory Equipment 


• Division YY would budget as follows in their account: 


o $10,000 in Object Code 9924 – Non-mandatory transfer between 
Division/College 


o $(10,000) in the Object Code that is being adjusted to fund the transfer 


• Division XX would add the following to the Tracking Sheet Dean Commitments in 
Section I. “Transfers Between Divisions”: 


o Equipment for shared lab with Division YY $(10,000) KFS Account 
XXXXXXX Using Object Code 9924 


• Division YY would add the following to the Tracking Sheet Dean Commitments in 
Section I. “Transfers Between Divisions”: 


o Equipment for shared lab with Division XX $10,000 KFS Account 
XXXXXXX Using Object Code 9924 


Nonmandatory Transf within Div/College (Object Code 9926) 


Tracking Sheets also include Section II. “Transfers Within the Division”, which is not pre-
populated.  Commitments that are being transferred within the Division are to be budgeted in BPM 
and recorded on the Tracking Sheet at the account level utilizing object code 9926.  Where known, 
the Dean’s office will initiate budgets for commitments during the Working Budget.  Object Code 
9926 should net to $0 at the Division level. 


Incoming funds must be loaded into BPM and included on the Tracking Sheet as a negative 
number, while outgoing funds will be included as a positive number.  Incoming funds must be 
offset by an equal expense resulting in zero impact to the account total.  Outgoing funds must 
be offset by an equal reduction to expense resulting in zero impact to the account total. 


• For example, if Department XYZ expects to receive $5,000 from the Dean for 
temporary support for faculty recruitment, Department XYZ would budget as 
follows in their account: 


o $(5,000) in Object Code 9926 – Non-mandatory transfer within 
Division/College 


o $5,000 in Object Code 3325 – Faculty recruitment 


• The College Business Officer would budget as follows in their account: 







o $5,000 in Object Code 9926 – Non-mandatory transfer within 
Division/College 


o $(5,000) in the Object Code that is being adjusted to fund the transfer 


• The following to the Tracking Sheet Dean Commitments in Section II. “Transfers 
Within the Division”: 


o Faculty recruitment Department XYZ $(5,000) From KFS Account 
XXXXXXX Using Object Code 9926 and $5,000 To KFS Account 
XXXXXXX 






Ledger 2 Transfers

		FY18 Working Budget Transfers: Sample Ledger 2

		4/24/17



		Transfer Detail (Specific Purpose Funding)

		I. Transfers Between Divisions		Description		Amount		 Record in BPM in this KFS Account		Use Object Code		Is some of this funding transferred elsewhwere?		Added Instructions

		   Provost Commitments										If No, this transfer must be offset by an equal expense

												If Yes, a "Transfer Within the Division" must be recorded to show where the funds go

				Start-Up Package - Dr Smith		$   (1,557)		2123456		9920

				Start-Up Package -Dr Mouse		$   (20,724)		2123456		9920

				Start-Up Package - Dr Jones		$   (83,920)		2123456		9920







				   Subtotal Provost Commitments		$   (106,201)



		   VPR Commitments

				Start-Up Package - Dr Smith		$   (1,874)		2123456		9924

				Start-Up Package - Dr Mouse		$   (36,083)		2123456		9924

				Start-Up Package - Dr Jones		$   (13,317)		2123456		9924





				   Subtotal VPR Commitments		$   (51,274)



												To/From KFS Account 		To/From Department

		   Department commitments		Start-Up Dr Jones from CMNS		$   (72,729)		2123456		9924		unknown		CMNS

		(commitments between DEPT & other divistions)								9924

										9924

				   Subtotal Dept Commitments		$   (72,729)





		II. Transfers from the College		Description		Amount		 Record in BPM in this KFS Account		Use Object Code



				Chair research support		$   (20,000)		2123456		9926

				Start-Up Package - Dr Jones		$   (84,851)		2123456		9926

				Start-Up Package - Dr Mouse		$   (39,951)		2123456		9926

				Start-Up Package - Dr Smith		$   (9,342)		2123456		9926









				   Subtotal College Commitments		$   (154,144)





		Total Transfer Detail				$   (333,074)		  Add all subtotals (Provost/VPR/Dean's Office/Dept Commitments)















Ledger 1 Transfers

		FY18 Working Budget Transfers:  Sample Ledger 1

		4/24/17



		Transfer Detail (Specific Purpose Funding)

		I. Transfers Between Divisions		Description		Amount		 Record in BPM in this KFS Account		Use Object Code		Is some of this funding transferred elsewhwere?		Added Instructions

		   Provost Commitments										If No, this transfer must be offset by an equal expense

												If Yes, a "Transfer Within the Division" must be recorded to show where the funds go

				Faculty Support - Dr Pepper		$   (22,000)		1234567		9920









				   Subtotal Provost Commitments		$   (22,000)



		   VPR Commitments

										9924

										9924

										9924





				   Subtotal VPR Commitments		$   - 0

												To/From KFS Account 		To/From Department

		   Department commitments								9924

		(commitments between DEPT &  other divistions)								9924

										9924

										9924

										9924

										9924

										9924

										9924

				   Subtotal Dept Commitments		$   - 0





		II. Transfers from the College		Description		Amount		 Record in BPM in this KFS Account		Use Object Code



				Planning Cycle		$   (120,701)		1234567		9926

				Fellowship Supplement		$   (36,000)		1234567		9926

				Joint Center		$   (38,475)		1234567		9926

				Post Doc		$   (45,944)		1234567		9926

				Teaching Assistant Funding		$   (10,301)		1234567		9926

				Dr Pepper salary funding		$   (25,000)		1234567		9926

				Faculty Funding		$   (65,000)		1234567		9926





				   Subtotal College Commitments		$   (341,421)



				Description		From Amount		 From KFS Account		Use Object Code		To KFS Account 		To Amount



		Total Transfer Detail				$   (363,421)		  Add all subtotals (Provost/VPR/Dean's Office/Dept Commitments)















Department Transfers

		FY18 Working Budget Transfers: Sample Ledger 1 & Ledger 2 within the Department





				Description		From Amount		 From KFS Account		Use Object Code		To KFS Account 		To Amount

		III. Transfers Within the Department



				Dr Henry research materials		$   80,000		1234567		9926		2234567		$   (80,000)

				Dr Brooks Start up funds for post docs		$   130,000		1234567		9926		1123456		$   (130,000)

				OES Revenue distribution per agreements		$   15,000		1111111		9926		1123456		$   (15,000)

				Lab Assitant funding		$   20,000		1111111		9926		1123456		$   (20,000)

										9926

										9926

				   Subtotal Internal Transfers Received		$   245,000				   Subtotal Internal Transfers Sent				$   (245,000)

														0

														This line = 0 when sheet complete





		IV. Transfers to/from Departments Within the College

				TA agreement with PSYC		$   18,000		1234567		9926		1789101		$   (18,000)











				   Subtotal Internal Transfers Received		$   18,000				   Subtotal Internal Transfers Sent				$   (18,000)

														0

														This line = 0 when sheet complete

		V. DRIF Revenue distribution

		use if moving revenue between DRIF accounts		Dr. Henry DRIF		$   10,013		2930000		0417		2390001		$   (10,013)

										0417

										0417

										0417

										0417

										0417

										0417

										0417



				   Subtotal Internal Transfers Received		$   10,013				   Subtotal Internal Transfers Sent				$   (10,013)

														0

														This line = 0 when sheet complete
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Non-Mandatory Transfer Definition and Rules Description
All transfers must use the same Object Code on both sides of the entry - in KFS and BPM


Object Code Object Code Name Definition Object Code Used by: Rules for KFS Usage How to Handle In FY18 Working Budget


9912 Transfer across fund group


Funding transferred between 
fund group, i.e. between 
restricted and unrestricted. 
Not for transfer to/from plant 
fund.


Campus Units Transfer across fund group must route to 
Division CBO and BFA for approval.


CBO must indicate accounts and amounts on 
the tracking sheet submitted to BFA.


9920 NM Trf-Provost Support


Funding provided by the 
Provost's Office from/to 
support academic activity for 
a specific purpose.


Provost's office only


A follow up transfer of these funds (such as 
from the Dean's Office to a Unit) must be done 
using Object Code 9926 within fund group.  
Transfer across fund group must use 9912 and 
route to Division CBO and BFA for approval.


Prior year activity used to fill in appropriate 
incoming funds at account level.  Major new 
items will be sent on tracking sheets.  Should 
net to zero at campus level.


9924 NM Trf-between Div/College


Funds provided by one 
Div/College to another in 
support of a specific 
purpose.


Campus Units


 A follow up transfer of these funds (such as 
from the Dean's Office to a Unit) must be done 
using Object Code 9926 within fund group.  
Transfer across fund group must use 9912 and 
route to Division CBO and BFA for approval.


Units should budget funding and expense to 
the extent possible, notifying the other 
Division/College to balance budget.


9926 NM Trf-within Div/College


Funds provided by one unit 
to another within the same 
Div/College in support of a 
specific purpose.


Campus Units


Division/College transfer to a unit within the 
same division.  Transfer must be within fund 
group and must use 9926 on all lines of the 
entry.


Dean's office (where known) to initiate 
budgets for commitments during Working 
Budget. Unit receiving funding will input 
expenses in account receiving the funding 
thus not increasing base budget.  Overall 
Division object code must equal to $0. After 
working budget, funding must be provided 
through budget amendment.


9949 Grad Fellow Transfer
Base State budgeted funds 
provided by GRAD school 
for fellowships


Graduate School only Must utilize  accounts designated BFA to 
receive funds from GRAD School.


Prior year activity used to fill in appropriate 
incoming funds at account level.  Major new 
items will be sent on tracking sheets.  Should 
net to zero at ACAF level.


9952 NM Trf-Plant Project


Funds provided to support 
capital projects. Unexpended 
funds may also be returned 
to the original funding 
source upon completion of 
capital project.


Campus Units Entry must indicate QC# of project
Division to estimate capital project support 
that will be sent to the Plant Project accounts 
on tracking sheet submitted to BFA.
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Non-Mandatory Transfer Definition and Rules Description
All transfers must use the same Object Code on both sides of the entry - in KFS and BPM


Object Code Object Code Name Definition Object Code Used by: Rules for KFS Usage How to Handle In FY18 Working Budget


Non-Mandatory Transfer Object Codes No longer Used effective July 1, 2017


* 9928 NM Trf-DRIF Funds


Allocation of Indirect Cost 
Recovery on Grant Activity 
provided by formula to 
Academic Units for general 
research and academic 
activity.


NO LONGER USED


DRIF allocations will be posted using revenue 
object codes.  Original revenue posted to 
divisions using 0416. Allocations within units 
should be posted using 0417.


Provost's Office adds amounts to tracking 
sheet of anticipated transfer by ledger for 
CBOs to allocate.  Division/Unit receiving 
funding will input expenses in account 
receiving the funding thus not increasing 
base budget.


* 9939 Summer Term Revenue Allocation


Distribution of net Summer 
Term Revenue earned that 
may be used for general 
academic activity.


NO LONGER USED


Summer Term Revenue allocations and re-
allocations will be done as revenue object 
codes.  Original Revenue source 0120 series, 
allocation movement 0127.


Provost's Office adds amounts to tracking 
sheet of anticipated transfer by ledger for 
CBOs to allocate.  Division/Unit receiving 
funding will input expenses in account 
receiving the funding thus not increasing 
base budget.


* 9940 Winter Term Revenue Allocation


Distribution of net Winter 
Term Revenue earned that 
may be used for general 
academic activity.


NO LONGER USED


Winter Term Revenue allocations and 
movement will be posted as revenue object 
codes.  Original Revenue source 0120 series; 
re-allocation must use 0128.


Provost's Office adds amounts to tracking 
sheet of anticipated transfer by ledger for 
CBOs to allocate.  Division/Unit receiving 
funding will input expenses in account 
receiving the funding thus not increasing 
base budget.


* 9941 Freshman Connection Revenue 
Allocation


Distribution of net Freshmen 
Connection Revenue earned 
that may be used for general 
academic activity.


NO LONGER USED


Freshman Connection Revenue allocations and 
re-allocations will be posted as revenue object 
codes.  Original Revenue source 0120 series; 
re-allocations must use 0129.


Provost's Office adds amounts to tracking 
sheet of anticipated transfer by ledger for 
CBOs to allocate.  Division/Unit receiving 
funding will input expenses in account 
receiving the funding thus not increasing 
base budget.


NOTE: Transfers not listed have no change/update at this time.





		NM Transfer Guidelines draft






Using the FBM095 to review and analyze Ledger 2 Budgeting and Actual activity  


1. On KFS Web main report page, choose your FBM095 from the Financial Reports subsection. 
 


2. In the report, Select: 
a. Your Division 
b. 2017-06 December for the Month-End Fiscal Period 
c. Spreadsheet for the Report Format 
d. Press APPLY 


 
3. On the right-hand side of the screen use the Export Drop-down box and select “As XLSX” 


 
4. Create a new column in Column V. 


a. Type in “Difference Revised Budget to Current Year” in Cell V1 
b. In Cell V2 enter =L2-N2 
c. Hover the mouse on the bottom-right corner of Cell V2 and Double Click to copy this formula to the end of the sheet. 


 
5. Create a Pivot Table using all of the data (Click the top, left-hand corner of the data (the block to the left of Column A and above Row 1, 


choose Insert on the toolbar and then choose PivotTable and click OK when the Create PivotTable box appears) 
 


6. From the PivotTable Field List at the right of the screen, check the boxes for: 
a. Department Name 
b. Account Number 
c. Prior Year to Date 
d. Revised Budget 
e. Current Year to Date 
f. Open Commitments 
g. Balance Available 
h. SubFund Group Description 
i. Object Level Code Name 
j. Difference Revised Budget to Current Year 


This provides the fields needed to see all budget, and actual current-year activity to any level of detail desired in the PivotTable. 







 
7. Move SubFund Group Description to the Report Filter Quadrant of the PivotTable Field List.  


a. On the Drop down box now in Cell B2, check the boxes for Select Multiple Items and then select DRIF and E&G Designated 
only.  This limits the data to the Ledger 2 activity we want to examine. 
 


8. Place the following in the “Values” Quadrant of the PivotTable Field List (and make sure that the items are shown as Sums and not 
Counts) 


a. Revised Budget 
b. Prior Year to Date 
c. Current Year to Date 
d. Open Commitments 
e. Balance Available 
f. Revised Budget to Current Year 


 
9. Change the Tab name from Sheet1 to “Account Level View” 


 
10. Position cursor in Cell A4, go to “View” tab.  Select “Freeze Panes” and then “Freeze Panes”. 


--- 


Quick Review of the Grand Total Row at the bottom of the PivotTable due to the changes to carryforward posting undertaken last year: 


• The Revised Budget provides the new information added during the Working Budget last Spring (April 2016).  We use the Revised to 
reflect changes made by Budget Amendments 


o It is the reference point telling you where your departments plan to earn income, spend money or receive/make transfers.  
 


• The Sum of the Prior Year to Date shows how much cash the Division had spent (Positive #) or received (Negative #) in FY16 at the 
end of December 2016 by type of expense/income.  


o For DRIF accounts, all the revenue posts early in the Fiscal Year, but for E&G accounts, it likely comes throughout the year.  
 


• The Sum of the Current Year to Date shows how much cash the Division had spent (Positive #) or received (Negative #) in FY17 thus 
far by type of expense/income.   







o This number will match the change in fund balance on the FPP411 reports for DRIF/E&G Designated for the same time 
period. 
 


• The Sum of Open Commitments is a total of encumbrances that appear in KFS (Salary for non-contractual positions - but NOT the 
fringe; Travel, Contracts handle by Procurement, etc.).   


o It will be a positive number and tells you how much more KFS believes will be spent in each account if no further changes are 
made 
 


• The Sum of Balances Available = Revised Budget - (Sum of the Current Year to Date + Sum of Open Commitments).  NOTE: If the 
number is positive the account has funds remaining and if it is negative the account is projected to be in deficit based on activity 
registered in KFS thus far in the Fiscal Year.   


o This is the case because it represents actual cash, while the Year to Date items show Accounting viewpoint => Revenues as 
Negative and Expenses as Positive  


o This figure will represent the final change in Fund Balance for Ledger 2 accounts 


Sample Tests to Use 


1. Compare Revised Budget to Sum of Balances Available at Object Code Level.   
a. Indicates differences from Budget Plan to Actual activity 
b. Can you explain why this has occurred? 


i. Error/Missing element in forecast 
ii. Different amount or type of expense/revenue 


iii. Timing of activity 
c. Clicking through on the Pivot table will provide all the detail needed to discover the differences. The comparison is done 


automatically in the column Difference Revised Budget to Current Year 
 


2. Compare Sum of the Prior Year to Date to Sum of the Current Year to Date 
a. Indicates differences from activity in FY16 and FY17 
b. Can you explain why this has occurred? 


i. More expense/revenue 
ii. Timing of activity 


 







3. Compare Revised Budget for Object Codes 0966 and 0968 to Sum of Balances Available 
a.  Shows what the Division had forecast for Fund Balance change in FY17 and what KFS shows thus far in the Fiscal Year. 







Sample of Pivot Result 


 


 


 








 


 


 


 
MEMORANDUM 
 
DATE:  July 6, 2016 
 
TO:    Vice Presidents, Deans, Directors, and Department Chairs 
        
FROM:   Mary Ann Rankin 


Senior Vice President and Provost  
 
SUBJECT: Budgetary Guidelines for Fiscal Year 2017 for State Supported Unrestricted and 


Restricted Funds  
 
 
As we have discussed at various forums, one of the charges to the Administrative Modernization 
Team (AMT) is to move the University toward a new, more transparent and effective budget model.  
This process began in March 2016 when programs across the campus were trained and 
subsequently directed to budget self-funded accounts. 
 
The next step is to make the cost of employee fringe benefits transparent for all University activity.  
Effective July 1, 2016, Kuali Financial System (KFS) accounts will show fringe benefit costs based 
on the account from which an employee is paid.  This is an important move toward full disclosure of 
the actual cost of programs at this University. 
 
Fiscal Year 2017 will be a “HOLD HARMLESS” period for state appropriated accounts.  Programs 
will not incur any new fringe benefit charges.  Fringes charged to state accounts will continue to be 
paid by the University.  This will also be the case for Maryland Industrial Partnership (MIPS) 
accounts, certain Cost Share accounts that are either grandfathered in or are using state-budgeted 
faculty and staff as cost-sharing on an award, and other accounts where the fringe benefits are 
currently covered by the General University fringe pool.   
 
The accompanying document provides budgetary guidelines for Fiscal Year 2017 in detail and 
describes the carry-forward entry process in 2017.  These changes have been vetted with the 
College Budget Officers of the four larger colleges as well as key financial personnel within 
Academic Affairs and within the Offices of the Vice President for Administration and Finance and the 
Vice President for Research.   
 
I want to thank all of the individuals who worked throughout the spring to implement these changes.  
In particular, I want to acknowledge the work of Dan Ramia and Dylan Baker.  These changes are 
an advancement towards an improved and inclusive budgetary model for the University, which will 
benefit all areas of the campus. 
 
Please direct any questions to Cindi Hale or Paul Dworkis. 
 
cc: Cynthia Hale, Associate Vice President for Finance and Personnel, Office of the 


Provost 
Paul Dworkis, Associate Vice President for Finance and Chief Financial Officer,  


Office of the Vice President for Administration and Finance 
Dylan Baker, Director of Finance and Policy Analysis, Office of the Provost  
Dan Ramia, Assistant Dean for Finance and Management, College of Agriculture 


 and Natural Resources  


OFFICE OF THE SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND PROVOST  


Main Administration Building, Room 1119E 


7901 Regents Drive 


College Park, Maryland 20742-5031 


301.405.5252 TEL  301.405.8195 FAX 







 


 


Budgetary Guidelines Fiscal Year 2017 
State Supported Unrestricted and Restricted Funds 


Effective July 1, 2016 
 
 
State Appropriations and Tuition Funds 
(KFS Account Range 1XXXXX) 


 
In an effort to move forward with a more inclusive budgetary model for the 
University of Maryland, starting July 2016, fringe benefits will be charged to all 
“state” accounts.  Kuali Financial System accounts (KFS) will show fringe benefit 
costs based on the account from which an employee is paid.  State-appropriated 
general funds will be fully in a “hold harmless” period for Fiscal Year 2017.   
 
The offices of the Senior Vice President and Provost and the Vice President for 
Administration and Finance are working to create an automated journal entry that 
will be posted monthly to reimburse the fringe benefits charged (in all Object Codes 
beginning with 27XX) to the above-referenced group of accounts.  Object Code 2798 
“Central Fringe Benefit Reimbursement” will be used to reflect reimbursement from 
the appropriate General University fringe benefit pool account. 
 
State accounts that currently pay their own fringe benefits (such as Enhancement, 
Differential Tuition, MPower, etc.) will continue to do so in FY 2017. 
 
State carry-forward will be done through the normal budget amendment process. 
 


Maryland Industrial Partnership (MIPS) 
(KFS Account Range 292XXX) 
 
MIPS will continue to have the fringe benefit charges reimbursed on a monthly basis 
using Object Code 2798 “Central Fringe Benefit Reimbursement” from the 
appropriate General University fringe benefit pool account.  
 
Education and General (E&G) Designated Funds, Cost Share DRIF and Self-
Support 
(KFS Account Range 22XXXX, 23XXXX, 28XXXX, 293XXX, 294XXX & 295XXX) 
 
During Working Budget FY 2017, E&G designated accounts (referenced as “Ledger 
2”) were budgeted except for Cost Share and MIPS.  This same group of Ledger 2 
accounts must be budgeted in the future to continue the momentum to a new 
budgetary model and to allow for more accurate forecasting by the University. 
 
Fringe benefits will be charged to all accounts in this range.  Departments will be 
responsible to budget and fund the fringe benefits on personnel costs incurred on 
these Ledger 2 accounts except as noted below.   
 







 


 


Grant-related Cost Share accounts in Ledger 2 are divided into two categories: 
 Fringe benefits bearing 


o Accounts established on or after January 1, 2015, that cover salary 
costs for individuals not previously funded by a state line (e.g., 
individuals hired specifically for that contract or grant) will be 
charged the cost of fringe benefits. 


 Fringe benefits exempt 
o Accounts established before January 1, 2015, are exempt from bearing 


the cost of fringe benefits. 
o Accounts established on or after January 1, 2015, that cover salary 


costs for individuals funded by a state line prior to the award receipt 
are exempt from bearing the cost of fringe benefits. 


o Accounts established for covering the portion of salary over the NIH 
(or other federally-mandated) salary cap are exempt from bearing the 
cost of fringe benefits. 


 
Procedures: 


 It is assumed that any Cost Share account is benefits bearing unless justified 
and documented as being exempt.  The Cost Share account will be 
established based on the current process through the Sponsored Projects 
Accounting and Compliance (SPAC) Office.  


o For benefits exempt accounts (as defined above), the department/unit 
business person will provide the budgeted position information and 
Cost Share account budget to the College Budget Officer (CBO). 


o The CBO will notify SPAC and the Office of Budget and Fiscal Analysis 
(BFA) via email that the account should be benefits exempt. 


o In cases where there are benefits-exempt and benefits-bearing salary 
costs, a second Cost Share account will be established. 


 For exempt accounts, the fringe benefit charges will be reimbursed on a 
monthly basis using Object Code 2798 “Central Fringe Benefit 
Reimbursement” from the appropriate General University fringe benefit pool 
account.  


 
Effective FY 2016, faculty start-up requests with new personnel-related activity 
inclusive of fringe benefits is to occur in a Ledger 2 account and represented on the 
Provost’s Faculty Start-Up Worksheet.  Treatment of state-budgeted GAs on start-up 
agreements is still under discussion. 
 
Starting FY 2017, ending balances (known as carry-forward) will be reflected in the 
Balance Sheet only and not in the Income and Expense Statement.   
 


 KFS reports are being modified for the July 2016 month-end to assist with a 
clearer representation of “Budget Balance Available” (BBA) and “Fund 
Balance.” 


 







 


 


 BA3 – Priority Software is being modified to accommodate this change.  The 
office responsible for BA3 will provide separate guidelines. 


 
Summer/Winter/Freshmen Connection/Extended Studies  
(KFS Account Range 1XXXXX) 
 
These Self-Support accounts, which currently pay their own fringe benefits, will 
continue to do so in FY 2017.  
 
Carry-forward for these Ledger 1 accounts in will be treated identically to Ledger 2 
E&G accounts and will appear on the balance sheet only. 


 
 
 


 
Departmental users’ questions should be directed to the College Budget Officers.  
College Budget Officers’ questions should be directed to Dylan Baker (Provost’s 


Office) or Dan Ramia (College of Agriculture and Natural Resources). 








Budget Model Redesign – Phase II Recommendations: Fringe Benefits 
January 2017 


 
Workgroup Participants: 
 
Dylan Baker (co-chair) Director, Finance & Policy 


Analysis 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs 


Dan Ramia (co-chair) Assistant Dean, Finance & 
Management 


College of Agriculture & 
Natural Resources 


Theresa Beck Assistant Director Department of Budget & 
Fiscal Analysis 


Daniel Catalano Senior Financial Analyst Department of Budget & 
Fiscal Analysis 


Paul Dworkis Associate Vice President for 
Finance, Chief Financial 
Officer 


Division of Administration 
and Finance 


Ann Holmes Assistant Dean, 
Administration & Finance 


College of Behavioral & 
Social Sciences 


Maureen Meyer Assistant Dean for Finance A. James Clark School of 
Engineering 


Anthony Savia Assistant Dean, Finance & 
Administration 


School of Public Policy 


Carolyn Schupbach Director College of Behavioral & 
Social Sciences 


 
The workgroup meet four times as a full group with a number of sub-workgroup meetings in 


between the monthly meetings.  Based on the data collection of 19 institutions representing 
institutions from USM, Big 10, Privates and other Land Grants and data analysis of College 
Park, the following recommendations were agreed to by the committee. 
 


1) Fringe benefits should be budgeted for and eventually charged at a federally approved 
rate.  This would be consistent with our peer institutions.  Further discussion on the rate 
recommendations is below.  


2) A pilot program for Working Budget FY2018 should be done and consist of four 
divisions.  This would include AGNR, BSOS, PLCY and VPAF which will give a good 
cross mix of academic as well as non-academic units.  This is particularly important 
where you see a large impact on fringe benefits due to higher levels of non-exempt 
employment.  Division level fringe benefit pools will be budgeted at the object code level 
based on the FY2016 actual salary expenditures plus inflation factors.  FY2018 fringe 
benefit charges will be at actual charges and not the fringe benefit rates since this is a 
pilot period.  It should be stressed that this is a “Pilot Program” in the truest sense and 
should be used for extensive review for the following fiscal year and possible expansion 
of the pilot in FY2019. 


3) There are six rate groups recommended are inclusive of all fringe benefits exclusive of 
tuition remission.   Rates for the pilot are inclusive of FICA, Health, Retirees Heath, 
Pension, Optional Retirement, Workers Compensation and other payroll taxes.  The six 
rates are for Faculty – Non Leave Payout, Faculty – Leave Payout, Exempt Staff, Non-







Exempt Staff, Graduate Assistants and Contingent Employees.  Other considerations are: 
(See rate chart attached) 


a. A leave payout rate commonly referred to as terminal leave has been included in 
the categories of Faculty – Leave Payout, Exempt Staff and Non-Exempt Staff.  It 
is intended that for the pilot program that leave payouts for these categories would 
be paid by the divisions as is the current practice but that the .80% allocation 
would be used to offset that cost.  Leave payouts on faculty are only for those on 
state general funds. 


b. The Non-Exempt Staff rate is inclusive of the fringe benefits for overtime and 
shift differential. 


c. Student fringe benefits are inclusive in the Contingent Employee rate. 
d. PHR Faculty Time Entry to create a leave category “Parental Leave” for faculty 


to capture paid parental leave per BOR Policy II – 2.25 (A) University of 
Maryland Policy on Faculty Parental Leave and other Family Support.  Parental 
Leave Rate of .01% has been added on faculty rates as a placeholder.  It is 
recommended that PHR Time Entry create a leave category for faculty to populate 
titled Parental Leave and that timesheets must be populated with those hours in 
the pilot divisions to start to accumulate data on this benefit.   


e. The fringe benefit rates for FY2018 budget are prepared on FY2016 actual payroll 
and fringe benefit data with an inflation factor applied to FY2017 and FY2018.  


4) BPM access for E & G Designated accounts (ledger 2) will be opened the last week of 
March 2017 to allow for continued refinement of budgeting and projecting use or growth 
of fund balance.  Fringe benefit pilot groups would be given full access in BPM at this 
time to allow for budgeting of the fringe benefit allocations.  Salary setting access will 
remain closed until full Working Budget is opened for the entire campus.  


5) A faculty leave payout policy should be developed for the campus to ensure consistency 
across academic divisions.   


6) Fringe Benefit budget guidelines need to be developed as well as defining benchmark 
reviews during the fiscal year.   


 
   








   
 


MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Divisional and College Business Officers 
 
FROM:  Paul S. Dworkis, 
   Associate Vice President, Finance and Chief Financial Officer 
 
DATE:  April 23, 2015 
 
SUBJECT:  FY 2016 Working Budget  
 
We are opening the Budget Preparation and Maintenance System Working Budget (BPM WB) to the 
divisional and college business officers this morning. We currently plan to open BPM WB to departments on 
Wednesday, April 29th.   Please let us know if you prefer we open BPM WB to your departments on an 
earlier date.   
 
We have attached guidance, pending USM Salary Guidelines, for your use in developing your detailed 
budgets.  We will issue the salary guidelines shortly after we receive them from USM.  Major changes to the 
budgeting guidance from previous years include: 
 
Cost-of-Living Adjustment (COLA) 
 
At the time of this memo, the Governor has not yet decided on whether to restore the COLA given to 
employees January 1, 2015 but later removed as part of the FY16 budget.  For that reason, we have loaded 
the COLA adjustment each eligible itemized employee received on January 1st as a negative reduction on 
the set salary screen in BPM WB so that the July 1st salary will reflect the salary without COLA.  If not 
already in sync with the lower salary, please adjust your position budgets to reflect the salary without 
COLA.   
 
Strongly Encouraged:   Budgeting of Educational and General (E&G) - Designated Activities (294XXXX, 
295XXXX accounts) 
 
Our campus has about $65 million worth of annual activity in E&G-Designated accounts.  These are 
accounts that begin with 294/295 and are used to track a variety of activities, including consortiums, 
conferences, publications, faculty start-up funding, revolving funds, etc.   It is important, from a financial 
management perspective, to completely and accurately budget this activity.  First and foremost, the state 
requires us to have “spending authority” for all our financial activity.  Not budgeting this activity puts this 
requirement at risk.  Additionally, our current practices separate budgeting and spending responsibility, 
making variance analysis, actual to budget comparison and other financial monitoring unduly complicated.  
Historically, the Central University has budgeted this activity in a pool, without input from those 
departments overseeing the activity.  While less than ideal, it has resulted in significant budget gaps 
between these pooled budgets and actual spending plans at the unit level.  We have an obligation to 
explain this activity, and resulting variances, to a number of constituents including the Board of Regents, 
State Legislative analysts, State Department of Budget and Management, UMD Finance Committee and 
others.  While budgeting these accounts is not a requirement, it is strongly encouraged and we welcome 
and appreciate your participation. 
 
In addition to benefitting the Central University, user budgeting of this activity should provide departments 
a useful tool to help plan for and manage these funds.  For example, budgeting the planned financial 
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activity of these funds may provide departments and colleges a clearer picture up front when they assess 
whether other actions may be necessary to meet their overall financial goals.    
 
For these reasons, 


• We have modified BPM working budget to allow budgeting of this activity by the users; 
• We are asking users, who would like to, to directly budget their E&G Designated accounts 


themselves, and  
• We will be loading these budgets into KFS.  


 
We understand budgeting of E&G Designated accounts is a new area for most campus users.  To help, 
please be assured budgeting of these activities in BPM WB is similar, in many respects, to the other non-
state support accounts that a good number of campus users are already budgeting.   We are also providing 
you historical financial activity to help you develop budgets on these accounts.  As this is new, we 
understand it may be difficult for users to budget with precision.  We are not asking for precision, but for a 
good faith effort that will help the campus improve its budgeting and financial management.  The 
instructions that follow provide more details and tips on how to budget these activities.  We appreciate 
your assistance in this improvement effort.   


 
Please refer to the Experienced or New User Manuals for a review of working in BPM WB.  Both manuals 
are available at: 
 
http://otcads.umd.edu/bfa/bpmsystem.html 
 
These working budget instructions may be found on the Budget and Fiscal Analysis (BFA) web site under 
Working Budget Instructions at:  
 
http://otcads.umd.edu/bfa/instructionsworkbudg.html 
 
Please direct questions regarding the BPM System to Susan Boblitz at extension 5-5638 or 
sboblitz@umd.edu.   Please contact Theresa Beck at extension 5-5636 for general budgeting questions.  
 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 
Enclosures 
 
 
                



http://otcads.umd.edu/bfa/bpmsystem.html

http://otcads.umd.edu/bfa/instructionsworkbudg.html

mailto:sboblitz@umd.edu
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1. Accounts Beginning with 294 and 295 (Educational and General – Designated) 
 


As mentioned to the cover memo to these instructions, users are now allowed to directly 
budget the $65 million of activity in these accounts.  If you choose to budget this activity, 
we are providing you historical information that should help in developing these budgets.  
Attached is worksheet, Attachment I – E&G- Designated – Five Year Financial History, that 
lists all your E&G Designated accounts with the activity by department, by account and 
then by object code for March and June of FY 2011-FY 2014 and then for March FY2015.   
E&G Designated accounts can utilize all of the BPM functionality that other budgetable 
accounts do.   Users can budget employees, fringes, revenue, and expenditures.  If salaries 
are charged to the account, both the anticipated salary and fringes should be budgeted.   
Please refer to the following table on how to accomplish this easily within BPM WB. 


Budgeting Topic Refer to BPM 
Manual Page 
Number(s) 


Other Comments 


Itemized Employee 
Salary Budgets 


Table of 
Contents & 14 
– 44 
 
14 – 18 
 
 
 
29 
 
 
 
 
23 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
For employees who are funded on a single account: 
• Make sure the “make budget equal to proposed 


salary” flag is checked and click on “set salary”.  
This will update the budget; OR 


• Adjust the budget on the “Position Employee 
Detail Screen”. 


 
For employees who are funded on multiple 
budgetable accounts: 
• On the Split Employee Detail Screen, click on 


“Set Salary by Account” with the “make 
budget equal to proposed salary” flag 
checked; OR 


• If you would prefer to “Set Salary by 
Employee”, please be aware that clicking on 
the ‘Set Salary by Employee”, will distribute 
the budget based on where the existing 
budgets are in that proportion.  To get the 
position budgets in the correct proportion, 
prior to making salary adjustments, do the 
following:   


o On the Split Employee Detail Screen, 
click on “Reallocate Salary”.  Make 
sure the “Make Budget” flag is 
checked then click “Save”.  This will 
make the position budgets on all the 
budgetable accounts equal to the 
proposed salary on the “Reallocate 
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Budgeting Topic Refer to BPM 
Manual Page 
Number(s) 


Other Comments 


 
 
 
 
29 
 
 
 
27-29 
41-44 


Salary” screen.  Then proceed to “Set 
Salary by Employee” if you need to 
make changes to the overall salary;   
OR 


• Adjust the budget on the “Position Employee 
Detail Screen”. 


 
For employees who are funded on multiple 
accounts, some non-budgetable 
Vacant Budgeted Positions 
 


Other Salary 
Budgets 


46-49  


Fringe Benefits 51 See also section  IV-C-Fringe Benefits in these 
instructions for tips on how to use the Fringe Benefit 
Calculator. 


Operating 
Expenses/Operating 
Revenue 


55 Both the operating revenue and operating expense 
screens have a feature “Allocate Proposed Budget 
Based on FY14 Actuals”.  One method to enter the 
budgets would be to enter the entire budget on one 
object code, then click on “Allocate Proposed 
Budget Based on FY14 Actuals”, to spread the 
budget out based on past experience.  You can then 
adjust the budgets on individual object codes as 
necessary. 


Example Account 60-61  
 
We are not requiring a tracking sheet, like we do for self-support accounts;  however, 
because the E&G-Designated are non-state, we are requiring that the account be balanced 
meaning the account total should be a net zero; (i.e., revenues and expenditures are 
budgeted in equal amounts.)  Expenditures and revenues should be budgeted for the 
amount expected to be recorded as actuals in FY 2016.  In some cases, the user may 
anticipate that revenues may not equal expenditures, in which case, the account is adding 
to or utilizing its fund balance accumulated from prior years.  In these situations, please 
budget in the following object codes, as appropriate: 
 


Example Object Code Budget a Positive or 
Negative Amount 


The department expects to receive 
funding in FY 2016 but anticipates 
spending some or all of it in future 
years. 
 
For example, a faculty member 
receives “start-up” funds in FY 2016 


0966 – Budgeted 
Growth of Fund 
Balance 
 


Positive  
 
For the amount of 
funding not 
expected to be 
expended in FY 
2016 
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but expects to spend it over a three-
year period. 
The department expects to spend into 
funding received in years prior to FY 
2016.  
 
For example, a faculty member 
received start-up funds in FY 2015, did 
not spend it all in FY 2015, and expects 
to spend more of it in FY 2016. 


0968 – Budgeted Use of 
Fund Balance 
 


Negative 
 
For the amount of 
funding from prior 
years expected to 
be spent in FY 2016 


 
 
Object codes 0966 and 0968 are budget only object codes; i.e., no actuals should be 
recorded against them in KFS during FY 2016.   
 
 





		Associate Vice President, Finance and Chief Financial Officer






Attachment B - Budgeting  Internal Funding Sources-Overview


FY 18 
REVENUE 


CODE FY 18 DESCRIPTION


REPLACES 
TRANSFER  


CODE  DESCRIPTION
0416 Indirect F&A Cost Internal 0416 Indirect F&A Cost Internal - records DRIF allocation to divisions
0417 DRIF Allocation 9928 DRIF Funds - records DRIF allocation from divisions to units
0106 UGRAD Diff Price Allocation 9932 UGRAD Diff Pricing
0123 Summer Term Revenue Allocation 9939 Summer Term Revenue Allocation
0124 Winter Term Revenue Allocation 9940 Winter Term Revenue Allocation
0128 Freshmen Connect Term Revenue Alloc. 9941 Freshmen Connection Term Revenue Allocation
0225 State Funding Allocation (Central Admin Use Only) 9925 State Funding Allocation


Budgeting 
Guidance


KFS Guidance


FY18 
OBJECT 


CODE Description Rules
9912 Transfer across fund groups Only for use to move funds between Unrestricted and Restricted Funds (L4 and L5)
9920 NM Transfer Provost Support these transfers must remain within unrestricted funds (ledger 1, 2, and 3)
9924 NM Transfer between Div/College these transfers must remain within unrestricted funds (ledger 1, 2, and 3)
9926 NM Transfer within Div/College these transfers must remain within unrestricted funds (ledger 1, 2, and 3)
9952 NM Transfer Plant Projects move funds between Unrestricted and Plant Funds for specific campus/capital projects
9956 NM Transfer to SFLP move funds from Unrestricted to Plant for System Funded Loan payments
9958 NM Transfer to Plant Reserves move funds from Unrestricted to Plant for general plant reserves in ledger 7


Budgeting 
Guidance


KFS Guidance


TABLE 3-Object Codes No Longer Used in FY18
 OBJECT 


CODE Description FY 18 Guidelines
9922 NM Transfer Grad School Support Use 9924 NM Transfer between Div/College
9953 NM Transfer Operating Equipment Use 9952 NM Transfer Plant Projects
9954 NM Transfer IDC FAC Renewal Use 9952 NM Transfer Plant Projects
9955 NM Transfer F/C to Plant Use 9952 NM Transfer Plant Projects
9957 NM Transfer Category 2 Fees Use 9952 NM Transfer Plant Projects
9959 NM Transfer Sustain Award Use 9952 -NM TRF Plant Projects 
9960 NM Transfer Capital Set Aside Use 9958 NM Transfer to Plant Reserves
9962 NM Transfer SFLP Funds Use 9956 NM Transfer to SFLP


During working budget, each Division includes account level movement forecasts in BPM.  The unit receiving the funding will input expenses in the account receiving the 
funding and their use should not increase base budget total. See  Non-Mandatory Transfer Definition and Rules Description for additional information  


Non-mandatory transfers must use the same object code on both sides of the transaction. Transfers across fund group must route to Division CBO and BFA for approval.


Beginning in FY 18, the campus will restructure  its budgeting practice for recording internal revenue allocations.  In prior years, allocations were budgeted using non-mandatory transfer 
object codes.  In FY 18, general purpose allocations of internal revenue should be budgeted using revenue object codes ( Table 1 ).  Specific purpose allocations should be budgeted using 
non-mandatory transfer object codes ( Table 2 ).  Some object codes have been eliminated  ( Table 3 ).  Collectively, these changes will make budgeting more informative and easier to 
manage.


TABLE 1-To record funding for general purposes from the unit receiving the revenue to the unit budgeting the expenses and spending the money.


During working budget, each Division's tracking sheet will include revenue amounts for these items (with the exception of 0225-State Funding Allocation).  The unit 
receiving the funding will input expenses in the account to match the funding and the account should net to zero.  See above Non-Mandatory Transfer Object Codes 
Replaced by Revenue Object Codes effective July 1, 2017 for detail.


In order move funds between accounts after the working budget cycle, units must prepare a budget amendment and transfer of funds form.  


TABLE 2-To record funding for a specific purpose from a unit with available cash to the unit that will spend the money.
Example: Dean's office providing funding to support a conference being coordinated by a department.





		WB guidance




State Budget

		FY 18  ARHU Unit Working Budget Tracking Spreadsheet

		Department YY

				FTE		Funds		Comments





		Total Unit FY17 Starting Budget

		Campus and College Adjustments



		    Total COLA adjustments		0.00		$   - 0



		Faculty merit @

		Exempt merit @

		Non-exempt merit @

		Grad Assistant merit @ 



		     Total Merit Adjustments/No  COLA		0.00		$   - 0



		Provost Allocations for Enhancement and Recruitment		0.00





		BFA Tracking - Total Adjustments		0.00		$   - 0



		BFA Tracking Totals - FTE and Funds		0.00



		ARHU Adjustments - FTE		0.00

		ARHU Adjustments - 		0.00

		ARHU Adjustments - ARHU Commitment		0.00

		ARHU Adjustments -Retirements		0.00

		ARHU Adjustments -Promotions funds from Dean		0.00

		ARHU Reversions and Reallocations



		ARHU Send-Out Totals		0.00		$   - 0



		Post Send-out Adjustments - Dean's Salary compression .25 merit

		Post Send-out Adjustments - Chair/Director merit allocation

		Post Send-out Adjustments - Other





		Final FY 18  Budget Total		0.00		$   - 0

		Post-Post Send-out Adjustments - Dean's Special Merit

		Post-Post Send-out Adjustments - Chair/Director merit allocation

		Post-Post Send-out Adjustments - Other



		BFA FY18  Working Budget Total		0.00		$   - 0		This is your target total













State Transfers

		FY18  - DEPARTMENT YY BUDGET 



								State 		Sum/Wint/FC/SG		DUP		GRAD FELLOW		CTR FOR NEW AMER				TOTAL

				Budgeted Appropriation, Revenue, Transfers				Acct 1XXXXXX		Acct 1XXXXXX		Acct 1XXXXXX		Acct 1XXXXXX		Acct 1XXXXXX

				State appropriation/budget																0

				Student Fees																0

																				 

				DRIF																0

				Summer/Winter/Freshmen/Shady Grove						173,100										173,100

				Other Revenue																0

				Foundation reimbursements 																0

																				 

				Transfers in from Provost				27,700				7,500								35,200

				Transfers in from Graduate School																0

				Transfer in from Dean/ARHU depts.						17,400		7,500				50,000				74,900

				Transfer in - ACCESS						151,784										151,784

				Transfer out to Dean/ARHU depts.																0

				Transfers out of ARHU																0

				Transfers within department																0		Transfers within dept. must net to zero

				(Increase)/Decrease in Fund Balance																0

																				 						 

				Total (must equal Budgeted Expenditures)				27,700		342,284		15,000		0		50,000				434,984		 





				Budgeted Expenditures 

				Itemized Salaries & Wages																0

				Graduate Assistants 																0

				Lecturers																0

				Other salaries and wages																0

				Fringe Benefits (on L-2 accounts)																0

				Communications																0

				Contractual Services																0

				Equipment 																0

				Grants/Subsidy/Distribution																0

				Scholarships and Fellowships																0

				Supplies & Materials																0

				Tech & Special Fees																0

				Travel																0

				Total  (must equal Budgeted Revenues/Trf)				0		0		0		0		0				0



				Balanced budget check:  Budgeted expenditures and budgeted revenues/transfers must balance to zero				27,700		342,284		15,000		0		50,000				434,984





				FUND BALANCE PROJECTION

				Projected  Fund Balance/Carry Forward @  7/1/17				0		0		0		0		0

				FY18 Budgeted Increase/(Decrease)  [these cells are linked to row 20]				0		0		0		0		0

				Budgeted Fund Balance 6/30/18				0		0		0		0		0









Tranfer Details

						DEPT YY

		Dean's Commitments:

		#158/#863/#1015 DUP 												$   7,500

		#161 Summer Sal												$   9,400

		#592 Ctr New America												$   50,000

		#157 Freedman/Southern Society												$   8,000

		Total												$   74,900

		Provost Commitments

		#75/#77/#124 DUP 												$   7,500

		#100 Div. Recr. 												$   20,000

		#114 Fac. Retention												$   7,700







		Total												$   35,200

		ARHU Dean Fellowship funds

		ARHU ACCESS FUNDS												$   151,784

		Summer Revenue												$   106,300

		Freshmen Connection Revenue												$   66,800

		Winter Term Revenue

		Total												$   324,884

		TOTAL TRANSFERS												$   434,984








Institution Comments


1)  the components of the rate,  how 
many, how determined, pension vs 
ORP 2)  How allocation is determined, 


3)  How is an underfunded allocation 
handled


4)  How are allocations handled for 
entrepreneurial tuition and other 
revenue generating models


Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Mich State
Minnesota
Northwestern
Ohio State
Penn State If college overexpends the college has to fund 


shortage.  I f a surplus, campus pulls it back to 
central.  They do have separate rates for Extension 
and Ag Experiment Station.


FICA/Medicare, retirement disability ins, life 
ins, ORP or pension, unemployment, health & 
dental, worker's comp


If college overexpends the college has to fund 
shortage.  I f a surplus, campus pulls it back 
to central.  They do have separate rates for 
Extension and Ag Experiment Station.


Rutgers
Wisconsin


Maryland
Univ. of Michigan
Nebraska
Purdue 
UMB They implemented the rate in 2014.  


Approved by DHHS and used for all fringe 
applications including contracts and 
grants.  SPAC develops the rate.  Some 
issues and culture changes.


FICA/Medicare, retirement disability ins, life ins, 
ORP, unemployment, health & dental, worker's 
comp, leave payouts, tuition remission.  No 
difference between pension or ORP so it does 
not affect hiring decision.


Initial allocation made to major school or unit 
based on salary budget and assocated fringe rates.  
Units allocate down if they choose.  Funds 
provided for fringe rate inflation and fringe related 
merit/COLA.  Funds provided for increased staffing 
due to special initiatives only.


Shortfalls within schools or units are not funded by 
Central.  At Central level, shortfalls are handled by 
adjusting the rate.


St. Louis Comm College
Univ. of Vermont


Fringe Benefit Compare All Institutions Polled
October 2016







Fringe Benefit Compare All Institutions Polled


October 2016


Institution Rate Year Federal State Funded Academic Non-Acad Temporary TA, RA, GA Student Post-Docs Supp Wages Summer Non-Exempt House Staff Contracted Notes Rate Inclusions


Illinois FY17 44.45% 6.55% 7.79% Hired pre-86: 43%
Indiana FY17 39.88% 19.50% 6.93% 26.20% 38.77% Hourly PT, 6.93%
Iowa FY17 28.61% 28.61% 36.27% 10.95% 19.63% 9.20% 19.63% 4.02% 34.00% clinical faculty 23.02%
Mich State FY17 Specific 


Identification
Pooled except for GAs 7.65% SI 0.00% 7.65% Retirement 10% (if participates); Health 


$13.125k (if eligible regardless of participation); 
Other 1.4%, and FICA.  Budget Officer thinking of 
switching to a fringe rate to charge state funded 
costs.


Minnesota FY17 31.80% 31.80% 26.00% 8.10% 16.90% GA w/ full ben 20.1%
Northwestern FY17 23.60% 23.60% 27.20% 6.40% 2.60% 0.00%
Ohio State FY17 23.00% 23.00% 35.40% 12.00% 0.00% 12.00% 10.20%
Penn State FY17 40.20% 15.40% 0.10% 25.70% 7.80% If college overexpends the college has to fund 


shortage.  I f a surplus, campus pulls it back to 
central.  They do have separate rates for 
Extension and Ag Experiment Station.


FICA/Medicare, retirement disability ins, life 
ins, ORP or pension, unemployment, health & 
dental, worker's comp


Rutgers FY17 38.17% 28.61% 36.08% 29.09% 29.09% 38.17% Add 7.65% FICA to all rates
Wisconsin FY17 39.70% 39.70% 51.60% 9.80% 24.70% 3.30% 17.40% TA, RA, GA = Associate; 23.5% for Assistant level


Maryland Actuals Pooled
Univ. of Michigan Actuals Actuals
Nebraska Actuals Actuals but reimburse if 


variance.  New positions, 
they give dollars.  
Eliminated, they take dollars 
back.


Purdue Actuals for 
non-medical 
operations


Actuals for non-medical 
operations


Budget Officer said she would have preferred a 
fringe benefit rate to charge costs


UMB 40.90% 26.40% 8.50% 8.50% 40.90% 40.90% FICA/Medicare, retirement disability ins, life 
ins, ORP or pension, unemployment, health & 
dental, worker's comp, leave payouts, tuition 
remission


St. Louis Comm College


They have three rates which apply based on 
retirement system.  Applies to all employees 
regardless of funding source.


Univ. of Vermont 43.10% benefit responsible 43.10% 5.60% 8.10% Extension Civil Service 35.1% rate


Colorado State University FY17
Rates as listed 
to the right


24.70% 24.70% 25.50% 8.50% 0.30% 2.90% 39.60% 39.60% Vacation, holiday, sick leave pay and other paid 
absences are included in salaries and wages and 
are direct charged to federal projects as part of 
the normal charge for salaries and wages.  


FICA/Medicare, retirement disability ins, life 
ins, ORP or pension, retirement termination 
pay, excess leave, retiree health insurance, 
unemployment, health & dental, worker's 
comp, leave payouts, tuition remission 
(employee only - excludes GA)


Stanford University FY17 rate applies to all employess


30.70% 30.70% 8.40% 5.40% 5.40% 22.60% 30.70% 30.70% Rates are negotiated each year with the 
Depart of Navy.  It is applied to all 
employees no matter funding source.  
Tuition Grants Program rate on non-
sponsored funds is charged to cover children 
and spouse from a centeral pool for tuition 
remission.


Add vacation accrual rates of 8.9% for regular 
Exempt and 7.7% for regular non Exempt.  
Vacation, holiday, sick leave, sabbatical, 


terminal leave are part of the rates as well as 
other fringe benefit costs.  Leave is paid from a 


central account.  Tuition Remission is 
excluded. 







Big Ten Fringe Rate Comparision


October 2016


Institution Rate Year Federal State Funded Academic Non-Acad Temporary TA, RA, GA Student Post-Docs Supp Wages Summer Non-Exempt House Staff Contracted


Illinois FY17 44.45% 6.55% 7.79% Hired pre-86: 43%


Indiana FY17 39.88% 19.50% 6.93% 26.20% 38.77% Hourly PT, 6.93%


Iowa FY17 28.61% 28.61% 36.27% 10.95% 19.63% 9.20% 19.63% 4.02% 34.00% clinical faculty 23.02%


Mich State FY17 Specific 
Identification


Pooled except for GAs 7.65% SI 0.00% 7.65% Retirement 10% (if participates); Health $13.125k (if eligible 
regardless of participation); Other 1.4%, and FICA.  Budget Officer 
thinking of switching to a fringe rate to charge state funded costs.


Minnesota FY17 31.80% 31.80% 26.00% 8.10% 16.90% GA w/ full ben 20.1%


Northwestern FY17 23.60% 23.60% 27.20% 6.40% 2.60% 0.00%
Ohio State FY17 23.00% 23.00% 35.40% 12.00% 0.00% 12.00% 10.20%
Penn State FY17 40.20% 15.40% 0.10% 25.70% 7.80%
Rutgers FY17 38.17% 28.61% 36.08% 29.09% 29.09% 38.17% Add 7.65% FICA to all rates


Wisconsin FY17 39.70% 39.70% 51.60% 9.80% 24.70% 3.30% 17.40% TA, RA, GA = Associate; 23.5% for Assistant level


Maryland Actuals Pooled
Univ. of Michigan Actuals Actuals
Nebraska Actuals Actuals but reimburse if 


variance.  New positions, they 
give dollars.  Eliminated, they 
take dollars back.


Purdue Actuals for non-
medical 
operations


Actuals for non-medical 
operations


Budget Officer said she would have preferred a fringe benefit rate 
to charge costs







Ivy+ Fringe Rate Comparision


October 2016 (Historic Rates)


Institution Rate Year Faculty Adm/Exempt Union/NE Temp PT Contingent


Brown ~FY13 28.50% 31.50% 7.50%
Columbia ~FY13 31.70% 31.70%
Cornell ~FY13 29.60% 29.69% 9.00%
Dartmouth ~FY13 38.00% 38.00% 9.00%
Harvard ~FY13 24.80% 30.60% 43.10% 9.00%
Johns Hopkins ~FY13 32.50% 32.50% 8.00%
MIT ~FY13 22.00% 22.00% 8.00%
NYU Medical ~FY13 30.20% 30.20%
Princeton ~FY13 34.40% 27.70%
Stanford ~FY13 30.60% 30.60% 8.50%
U Penn ~FY13 29.60% 29.70% 7.40%
Yale ~FY13 32.50% 32.50% 49.00% 8.50%





		All Institutions questions

		All Institutions

		Big 10

		Ivy League




Sheet1

		FY18  - SAMPLE DEPARTMENT BUDGET 



								State 		Sum/Wint/FC/SG		DRIF 		294XXX		295XXX				TOTAL

				Budgeted Appropriation, Revenue, Transfers

				State appropriation/budget																0

				Student Fees																0

																				 

				DRIF																0

				Summer/Winter/Freshmen/Shady Grove																0

				Other Revenue																0

				Foundation reimbursements 																0

																				 

				Transfers in from Provost																0

				Transfers in from Graduate School																0

				Transfer in from Dean/ARHU depts.																0

				Transfer in - ACCESS																0

				Transfer out to Dean/ARHU depts.																0

				Transfers out of ARHU																0

				Transfers within department																0		Transfers within dept. must net to zero

				(Increase)/Decrease in Fund Balance																0

																				 						 

				Total (must equal Budgeted Expenditures)				0		0		0		0		0				0		 





				Budgeted Expenditures 

				Itemized Salaries & Wages																0

				Graduate Assistants 																0

				Lecturers																0

				Other salaries and wages																0

				Fringe Benefits (on L-2 accounts)																0

				Communications																0

				Contractual Services																0

				Equipment 																0

				Grants/Subsidy/Distribution																0

				Scholarships and Fellowships																0

				Supplies & Materials																0

				Tech & Special Fees																0

				Travel																0

				Total  (must equal Budgeted Revenues/Trf)				0		0		0		0		0				0



				Balanced budget check:  Budgeted expenditures and budgeted revenues/transfers must balance to zero				0		0		0		0		0				0





				FUND BALANCE PROJECTION

				Projected  Fund Balance/Carry Forward @  7/1/17				0		0		0		0		0

				FY18 Budgeted Increase/(Decrease)  [these cells are linked to row 20]				0		0		0		0		0

				Budgeted Fund Balance 6/30/18				0		0		0		0		0












Budget Model Redesign – Phase II Recommendations: Non-Mandatory Transfers 
January 2017 


 
Workgroup Participants: 
 
Dylan Baker (co-chair) Director, Finance & Policy 


Analysis 
Academic Affairs 


Dan Ramia (co-chair) Assistant Dean, Finance & 
Management 


College of Agriculture & 
Natural Resources 


Colleen Auburger Comptroller Division of Administration & 
Finance 


Theresa Beck Assistant Director Department of Budget & 
Fiscal Analysis 


Emily Hartz Executive Director, 
Administration & Operations 


University of Maryland 
Institute for Advanced 
Computer Studies 


Dean Kitchen Senior Assistant Dean for 
Finance and Personnel 


College of Computer, 
Mathematical & Natural 
Sciences 


Maureen Meyer Assistant Dean for Finance A. James Clark School of 
Engineering 


Isaac Ruiz Coordinator Academic Affairs 
 
Summary Recommendations 


• Non-mandatory transfers for DRIF, UGRAD Diff Pricing, Summer Term, Winter Term 
and Freshman Connection be changed to recording/movement of revenue and be 
budgeted in WB FY2018 


• Consolidation, definitions and rules for remaining non-mandatory transfer codes 
• Non-mandatory transfers to be budget by division in WB FY2018 along with  


“Growth” or “Use” of fund balance budgeted at the division level in WB FY2018 
 
 
Non-Mandatory Transfer Recommendation Detail 
 
This workgroup also meet four times during the months of September through December with 
sub-workgroup meetings occurring as needed.  There were three main focus’ of this group: 1) 
review and cleanup of FY2017 9926 transfers that were incorrectly coded in KFS, 2) review and 
update non-mandatory transfer object codes as well as define appropriate use within BPM and 
KFS and 3) budgeting of non-mandatory transfers in Working Budget FY2018. 
 


1) Cleanup of current year 9926 transfer codes is currently being done.  The Comptroller’s 
office has supplied current data as of the end of November.  This data needs to updated 
and distributed at a future CBO meeting.  Simplified instructions to correct use of 9926 
are attached. 


2) A review of non-mandatory transfer codes was done by the workgroup with 
recommendations (see attached New Budget Model – Proposed Changes to Transfer 
Object Codes) on consolidation, deletion and movement of some to revenue Object 
Codes.  The workgroup recommends the current non-mandatory transfer codes for DRIF, 







UGRAD Diff Pricing, Summer Term, Winter Term and Freshman Connection be moved 
to revenue object codes for FY2018.  These codes are used to move funding for general 
purposes from the unit receiving the revenue to the unit budgeting the expenditures.  
Summer, Winter & Freshman Connection will be part of the Working Budget FY2018 
allocation based on historical information.   


3) Basic philosophy on revenue verses NM transfer code:  
a. If the funds being moved are for General Purpose then a revenue code should be 


used to move the funds.   
b. If the funds being moved are for Specific Purpose then a non-mandatory transfer 


code should be used to move the funds. 
4) One Graduate School and seven Plant NM Transfer object codes are slated for deletion. 


(see attached New Budget Model – Proposed Changes to Transfer Object Codes) 
5) Non-Mandatory Transfer Definitions and Rules for the new and updated transfer codes is 


attached in the document referenced above.  The definition is to provide guidance on 
proper use of the transfer code, rules on usage in KFS and how these will be handled in 
Working Budget FY2018.  This will be another reference document for CBO’s and fiscal 
officers to use. 


6) Working Budget FY2018 will include instruction on budgeting of Non-Mandatory 
Transfers with guidance from the Provost and Budget office on proper budgeting 
techniques.  As was done with Working Budget FY2017 E & G Designated Funds, this is 
a hold harmless best attempt at budgeting transfers between divisions and accounting 
ledgers.  Also “use” or “growth” of fund balance should be a final entry in balancing out 
divisional working budgets in FY2018.  General guidelines will be developed prior to the 
opening of the working budget and a workshop will be held early April, 2017. 


 








Example of Checks at Division Level with BPM Subcode Summary Report 


 


Support Indicator = Default – All Funds 


1. Obj. Cd 9920 = Figure on sum of Ledger 1 Tracking Sheet and Ledger 2 Tracking Sheet 


a. Tell Dylan/Theresa if you made changes to figures 


2. Obj. Cd 9926 = 0  


a. This will likely not be zero for the individual fund type reports because of 


transfers between ledgers 1 and 2. 


3. Obj. Cd 9922, 9928, 9932, 9939, 9940, 9941 = 0 and have no activity 


4. In general Salary object codes and 9920/9924 should likely have larger values than 


previous year  


 


Support Indicator = 1 – State 


5. Totals for “FY18 Final State Base Budget” row of Tracking sheet match: 


a. Totals for Revenue, Expense and Transfer subtotals; and  


b. Golden Orange Cell = Proposed Budget Grand Total figure 


6. Obj. Cd 9920 = Figure on sum of Ledger 1 Tracking Sheet  


7. Obj. Cd 9922, 9928, 9932, 9939, 9940, 9941 = 0 and have no activity 


8. All 9924 activity has been communicated to other Colleges 


Support Indicator = 2 – Self Support 


 


9. Revenue totals for Obj. Cds 0123 (Summer), 0124 (Winter), and 0128 (Freshmen 


Connection) should match those on the Tracking Sheet  


a. All revenues must be offset by expenses and/or transfers  


b. If not, verify amounts and accounts listed 


10. Grand Total should be 0 


Support Indicator = 3 – Dedicated Funds 


11. Revenue for DRIF in Obj. Cd 0416 should match that provided on Tracking Sheet 


a. Reminder that the Departmental Share was updated after send out 


12. All revenues must be offset by expenses and/or transfers  


13. Grand Total should be 0 


 


 


 












































